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PREFhCE 

The importance and widespread use of single-phase induction motors has 

led to various meanH for predicting the performance characteristics of these 

types of motors. Various modifications of the circle diagram and equivalent 

cJrcuit solutions have been developed in an attempt to lessen the error which 

is p:.t'esent in prediction ce,Jcu121tions. One phase of the problem which has 

not been developed is thE1 effect of harmonics on the operation of the motor. 

n. is occe:pted that hnn1onics ln tho motor are generally undesirable in that 

t.hey are fJ01,1rces of vibration and lost power. Since the harmonics will be 

prenent to some extent in a motor, it ahould be possible to more accurately 

predict the performance of t.he motor if the m.agnitude and effect of these 

harmonics ore known. 

'I'his thesis will show t.}m effect of h0r1nonics and how they may be applied 

to the predicted rer:;ults and nore accurttte results t1H!)reby obtained. 
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CilAPTF.R I 

I TRODUCTION TO PROBLEM OF SI GLE-PIIASE OTORS 

The wide pplication of induction motors , including single-phase motors, 

has made it necessary that eans be devised for determining the operating 

performances of the 11otors . This may be done either by actually testing the 

motor conce ned, or by collecting certain data about the machine and then 

analytically or graphically arriving at certain results which represent what 

the motor sho d do under given operating conditions. The graphical. and ana

lytical. means of analysis have been developed principally in an effort to 

arrive at results which approximate the actual conditions without the cost of 

performing an actual test . These methods inherently possess cert in errors 

that can be eliminated only partially. One example of this is the equivalent 

circuit method of predicting otor performance. Various modi.fie tions of the 

eqw.valent circuit are used for this purpose . The reason for these variations 

lies principal.ly in the fact that a circuit which ost n e.rly represents the 

actual motor requires a great amount of calculation in its solution. 

DOUBLE-REVOLVI G FIELD EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

This is illustrated by the equivalent circuit for the single-phase induc

tion motor as constructed to fit the double-revolvin field theory. 1 The 

circuit which cpresents this case, igure 1, is constructed with no consid

eration given to the iron losses in the machine. 

1 A. F. Puchstein T. C. Lloyd, Alternating Current Machines, p . 335. 
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Figtn"e 1. An equivalent circuit for the single-phase 
motor, double-field theory. Core loss is neglected. 
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Figure 2. Simplified equivalent circuit for 
do-:1ble-f'ield theory. 
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A simplification of this circuit is shown in Figure 2. Zn, the simple 

series resistance ind ctance, replaces the second parallel branch by male-

ing the assumptions that the voltage across the oppositely rotating rotor at 

operating speed is not high , and that a small change in speed will not make a 

gre t difference in the value (2-s) which is the only variable component in 

the second parallel arr gement . 

For that reason , to simplify c lculations, little error is introduced 
(except at higher slips) by calculating Zrr for a slip such as 3 or 5 
per cent, and then using ZJI as constant for any- other speed in the 
norma..1 operating range a.t which motor performance is desired. 2 

If the original equivalent circuit is to be changed i~ order that core 

losses are to be considered, the circuit take Lhe form of that shown in 

Fi e J . This circuit, too, is based upon an assumption concerning the value 

of the core-loss resistance. 

In attempting to estimate an equivalent resistance for a given core loss, 
one must consider that the voltage across the second motor is usually 
very lov and that most of the iron loss talces place in otor I. Other
'Wi.se the core-loss watts, obtained when the running performance is calcu-
lated, -will abnormally small. J 

Estimating the v ue of an equivalent resistance would almost certainly in-

traduce an error . And since there is no means of actually easuring the 

voltages -which -would occtn" across the two motors, there will always be the 

possibility of an error in that respect . 

The dotted lines show -where the cor -loss resistance may be placed. 

The connection of equivalent resistance beyond the stator impedance, as 
shown in dotted lines, causes a reduction in losses with the counter emf 
which lso reduces with the load increase. This assumption may or may 
not agree with physical facts. 4 

2 Ibid., p • 33? . 

.3 Ibid .' p . 33 

4~., p. 33 . 
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Figure J. Equivalent circuit for double-field theory. 
Core-lose considered. 
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Since the circle diagr is derived from equations of the equivalent 

circuit, the circle diagram vill have the same errors as the o uiv lent cir-

cuit . ven if the theoretically e ct equivalent circuit is us d s the asis 

for the circle diagram, the actual results will not be the sa e . This is 

show by Langsdorf, who after many tedious calculations, arrived at the t.heo-

retical current l ocus for particular motor.5 The theoretical current locus 

was then compared with the actual current locus . The author stated the results 

as follows: 

While the agreement between the actual observ tin and Lhe theoretical 
locus is not perfect, it is seen to be fairly sat s ~cto y .6 

Error may result from the circle di gr min the. ctual construction of 

the figure . Unless a large diagr is made, the wiclth off nl"ghtly m·spl ced 

line could be enough to cause appreciable error . The rec1ding of v lues .fi-om 

the circle diagram could cause error since severa of the quant t es are quit 

small . 

USE OF SINUSOIDAL VOLTAGE v/AV 

'.fost of the authorities when analyzing single-phase 'nduct · on otor per-

formance make one basic assumption . This ass ption is th t pur sine wave 

of voltage is supplying the po, er to the motor. After assuming th t the volt-

age wave is sinusoidal, all o the calculations are based upon th t ct, and 

no mention is made as to the effect on the final results if anything other 

than a sine wave might be supplying the power t o the chine . 

Because of the type of alternators and transformers which ust be used, 

5 A. S . Langsdorf, Theory of lternating Current Aachinery, p . 672. 

6 .!EM•, p . 67J. 
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it is difficult to supply a motor vith a pure sine wave of voltage . Even 

though a nearly sinusoidal wave may be produced by the alternator, the trans-

former will probably distort it in some degree . Then what is to be considered 

as a sinusO dal wave? The limit of acclll"acy or the circle diagram and of the 

equivalent circuit solutions is approximately five per cent. If these methods 

are to be improved, then harmonics which influence the motor performance by 

more than one or two per cent should be considered . 

The degree of inaccuracy in calculnting motor performance is in part de-

pendent upon how closely the shape of the act 1 voltage approaches a sine 

wave . For even the shape of the voltage wave can influence the iron losses . 

In a transfer er a peaked voltage wave leads to smaller iron losses; a flat

topped vol tage wave c uses larger iron l osses.? This, then is only one reason 

for further consideration of the wave shape of the applied voltage . 

The type or voltage wave oduced by alternators falls under the classi-

fication that Kerchner and Corcoran state can be expressed in terms of sine-

vave components of different frequencies . 

Any periodic vave vhich is single-valued and continues except for a 
finite n ber of finjte discontinuities, and vhjch does not have an 
infinite number of maxima or minima in the neighborhood of any point, 
may be repres nted by the sum of a m.nnber of sine waves of different 
frequencies. 

The sine waves of different freq encies represent the fundamental voltage 

vave and the various har onics of the fundamental waves . The types o.f vind-

ings employed in alternators and motors eliminate the even harmonics so that 

it is unnecessary to consider anything except the odd harmonics . 

Since the applied voltage is not exactly sinusoidal as is generally 

? Puchstein and Lloyd, .QB•~., p . 169, 

8 R. M. Kerchner and G. li. Corcor n, AJternating Current Circuit3, p. l4J. 
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assumed , what will be thee feet of the h monic voltages which make it non-

sinusoid l? ill they be adding to or subtr cting fro the power of the mo-

tor? If the appli ed voltage cont ns bar onics and t his voltage produces 

the same harmonics in the curr nt, power w 11 be added to the otor. Hovever, 

the hase angles between like harmonics must bo of the oper value. For 

example, if the voltage wave and t he current wave contain a third harmonic 

component and if the cosine of the angl e between the third bar onic components 

is positive value , power will be ·dded tot.hat supp~i ed by the fundamental 

waves of vol tage a.nrl current . However , be fore there can be any interaction 

between h onic , it is nece sary that l i ke h rmonica be present in both the 

current and voltage waves . That is , only tho fifth har onic of the voltage 

wave cnn interact 1th the firth hnr onic of the current wave . Thus, no 

power , pos t ·ve or neg·tivc , co d be obt ained from fi~h ha.r onics if either 

the voltage or current c ponen were not present. 

Since authors ass ne that th pplied voltage i s si nusoidal when explain-

ing the operation of t e si ,l e- ph se nduction motor, they obviously neglect 

y effect on the aper tion of the motor occ sioned by the presence of har-

onics. Cert i n attho · t · e have investig tcd the eff ct of bar onics in 

other types of altern ting current chinery. Through their investigations 

they have sho.m th t bar onica not only c·n affect the o ration of certain 

machines , but ·lso th t this effect can be pred ' ctcd for these , achines. • S. 

Langsdorf give"' det· · 1e method or r· nd • the agn·t e effect of time 

harmonics i the curr nt w ve upon ture reaction in the s ncbronous 

generator . 9 He has so eveloped the oq tions for determin'ng the space 

har onics of mmf c us by v1 ·ious i i s in synchronous g ner tors. 10 

9 Langsdorf, .QE . ill•, pp . 341-350. 

lO .!.Q!g_., pp . 33)-Jll. 
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Although he does not develop his contentions, he suggests th th onics are 

the partial cause of "crawling" in polypbase · nduction motors .11 However, he 

does explain how time harmonics in the supply volt ge may be part i ally ac

counted for in polyphase motors .12 Liwschitz-G ik and Whipple give a rather 

complete discussion on the effect or harmonics on the torque but limit the 

application primarily to polyphase induction motors .13 

Although these same authors have discussions on single-phase induction 

motors, they, as well s other authors, made l ittle or no ttempt to show the 

ffects of harmonics on this type of motor . 

When analyzing ~ingle- phase motor s, the sinusoidal volt ge wave w sag in 

ass ed by the various authors . There ore no qualificat ons given as to bow 

large or bow small the harmonics contained in the voltAge ght be and the 

results still be reasonably accurate . Incl ing the effect or harmonics may 

be one of the eans for improving the present methods of calculating motor 

perfor ance . For example, the circle dia ~hen constructed ith gre t c e 

has an error of about five per cent . A eat deal o vork 11 s been done in an 

atte pt to devise a means of tilting the dj am or perh ps to use figure 

instead of a circle in order th t the accuracy of the circle d·a am ·ght be 

improved. But at the same time the voltage "1hicb is to be applied to the motor 

may contain harmonics th t comprise more than ten per cent of the total wave . 

If a higher degree of accuracy is desired, then ·t would see tat the effect 

of these harmonics should be st ied to deter ne whether or not certain co -

rections could be introduced . At this point, the ef ects of ar onics vill 

be illustr ted by ~he use o equiv ent circuits . 

11 Ibid., p. 656 . 
12 Ibid., pp . 653 55. 

13 Liwschitz-G ik nd Whipple, Electric ~;:;:;::::.:::;;:.i. ol. II, pp. 494-508. 
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CROSS-FIELD THEO Y E UIV ENT CIRCUITS 

Very simply, the equivalent circuit of a single-phase induction motor is 

as shown in Figure 4. 

As seen from this figure the circuit consist~ of tvo branches, a gnet-

izing branch nd a load branch . The total motor current consist of the s 

of the currents through these two br nche~ . 

hen the motor is running at synchronou speed, the equivalent circuit 

becomes tha,t as shown in Figure 5. Fo this p ticul condition the imped-

ance of the load branch is shown as be · n infin"te y large. The total ot or 

current will then be eq 1 to the current n the ·notiz ranch alone . 

The current through the netizing ch is that current which supplie 

the iron losses in the roto d stator, the m gn ti zing current for the otor-, 

and part of the stntor copper loses . This current is essentially- indepement 

of the speed of the motor . Since w ndage v ' es with the cube or the speed, 

it will not be the same over the entire load r e . Therefore, it is not 

strictly- correct to state thnt them g etizing current is independent or the 

speed of the motor . Also , the on losses a.re not entirely- const nt for 11 

loads. However, the error involved in assuming constant inda e loss is very 

slight ince the speed of the otor ay very only three or four r cent over 

the entire working range. 

Also , in considering the const ncy of iron loss s both the in 

leakage fluxes supply this loss. The loss caui:;ed by he lonkage flux inc eas-

es with load, and t.he loss caused by the mutual lux decreases with load. 

Due to the drop in speed a the l oad ·nc oases, t.he i age nd friction 
losses decrease and due to the increase · n freQuency of I.he rotor flux, 
the iron loss in the rotor core increases , so tha t ·tis reason ble to 
assume that the s of these two loss sis const tat all speeds.11~ 

14 A. Gray, F'lectrical fa.cM ne D sign, p . JJ?. 
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When load is placed on the otor, the load br nch takes the orm of a 

variable resistor as sho-wn in Figure 6. As the load is changed fro the syn-

chronou speed condition, the resistance in the load branch changes fro an 

infinitely large resistance, as in Figure 5, to some lower value . The current 

through the l oad branch can be found by subtracting the constant magnet izing 

branch component froro the total otor current . 

HAR ONIC CORRE SIN THE F.QUIV NT CIRCUIT 

If the applied voltage were sinusoidal and the c rcuit co ponents in all. 

the branches were linear, the total motor current would be s · nusoidal . How-

ever, if the applied voltage were not sinusoidal but contained harmonics , 

linear circuit components would have currents containing harmonics pas · 

through them. For the following case, consider only the current through the 

magnetizing branch and assume that the voltage is of the form 

V - V1 sin (wt+ a1) + V3 sin {Jwt + a3) 

+ V5 sin (5 + a5) + V7 sin (?wt+ 81) 

and that the impedances are linear . The current through the magnetizi 

branch will be of the form 

I= I1 sin {wt+ bJ.) + I3 sin (Jwt + b3) 

+ r5 sin (5wt + b5) + 17 sin (?wt + ~) 

fhe gnitude or the various harmonics in the current will be 

( ) 

(2) 

{J) 

If these equations are applied to the equivalent circuit as given by Langsdorr15 

15 Langsdorf, .2£· ill•, p. 679, 
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in Figure?, the current equations given belo'W may be derived. (The symbols 

given are used by Langsdorr. 16) 

z - L = 1 1 () 
1 - Y 2G + 2B - 2 ( G + B ) 4a 

0 0 O O 0 

Go = R 2 + X 2 
0 0 

• B = 2 2 
' o R X 0 + 0 

1 R 2 + X 2 z - 0 Q 
1 - ( X0 j - 2 ( R0 + X0 ) 

2 R 2+ ~ 2 + R 2 + X 2 
0 0 0 0 

The value or 11 w then be 

(4b) 

(5) 

(6a) 

The value of r3 will be different from r1 since the value of v1 and X0 will be 

different . In calcul ting X0 for the fundamental current, the impedance is 

c.iL0 • For 13 the impedance is equal to 3wL0 since the third harmonic is nov 

being considered and its frequency 1 three t es th t of the fund ental. 

Af'ter substituting these values, the third harmonic current amplitude becomes 

(6b) 

S1mil y, 

V 2V (R + 5X) 
r5 = ...2 _ 5 o o 

z5 R 2 + 25X 2 
0 0 

(6c) 

and 

(6d) 

16 l!lli!•, P• 6 . 



The total power contributed to this branch by the current will be that sup

plied by the undamento.1 wave, as well as that supplied by the bar onics . In 

equation form the power will be 

P = V1IJ cos {a1 - b) + 3IJ cos (a3 - b3) 

(7) 

As stated on page 1, tho total ~otor current is equal to the vector sum 

of the currents thro h the agnetiz br ch and the load brunch . The cur-

rent through the load anch will be equal to the total motor current minus 

the current through the gnetizing br ch . The procedure for this operation 

is illustrated by Kerchner a Corcoran nd is giv n in Appendix I .17 When 

it has been deter ·ned what current har onics comprise the load branch current , 

then this cwrent, together with the same volt ge used before, y be used in 

conjunction to give tho total power suppli ed by the load branch. The power 

equation will e the as Equation? . However, the current will now be 

that current thro h the load branch instead of the magnetizing branch. Since 

the load branch current js the only branch current which varies vith changes 

in load, the variation in the total motor current wove will be caused by the 

load branch current change . 

I 

17 Kerc er and Corcoran, .2.E · .£!!., pp. 174-176. 



CHAPTER II 

STAIR-STEP IN MMF CURVES FOR T TOR WIND! S 

It ha been shown that harmonics have n e feet on the current and power 

of a single-phase motor . Now, it will be shown where these h onics can 

originate. The effect of iron saturati n in the motor is attr"buted ns being 

a source of harmonics. However, here the source to be studied will be the 

stator vinding.l 

There are various t pes of windings for motor st tors. The more common 

are the di ond-coil or progressive wi ing and the concentric winding. Since 

the concentric winding is the ost flexible, it is almost universally used in 

single-phase induction motors. This flexibility is in p t c used by the 

fact that any diamond-coil winding bas exact equivalent concentric winding. 

The discussion in this chapter vill rtain to the concentric type of winding. 

As stated above the winding · n a mot.or can be one of the sources of the 

harmonics which appear in the current waves . Hore it 11 shown how this 

may be accomplished. To begin with, there are three separate actions occurri 

in the stator winding. 

First, the iagnetizing current is flowing b.nd s tting up the magnetic 
field just as i t does in the shunt dir ct-current or synchronous alter
nati -current otor; seco , the worki current s flowing and being 
transformed into the otor ond, third, ther i s a generator action t aking 
place in the coil s genor ting b ck or count r- lectro otive force 
opposite in direction and sli htly less in mount than the applied line 
voltage . 

1 Langsdorf, .Q.E , cit ., p. 12 . 
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This condition is shovn graphically in the diagram of Figure 8 where the 
three separate actions are indicated.2 

If the assumption is made here that the voltage from the supply mains is 

essentially a sine wave as explained on page 6 and that the iinpedances are 

linear in their current characteristics, then the magnetizing current flowing 

through the stator will be sinuooidal. The working current before it is af-

fected by the counter emf will also be sinusoidal. The sum of these currents, 

the magnetizing current and the working current, will also be sinusoidal . 

Here we shall consider the nature of the efrect of these currents on the air 

gap flux in their relation to the stator winding . 

When the magnetizing current flows through the stator winding, there is 

a field of magnetic flux set up in the air gap of the machine. If the current 

is sinusoidal, the distribution of this field will depend upon the winding in 

t he machine . If the windings of a coil were grouped into one concentrated 

coil, the flux field would be rectangular in shape. However, since the coil 

is not concentrated in this manner, but is distributed throughout several slots, 

the wave shape will depart from the rectangular form. The form of the magnetic 

pole can be determined graphically by a ethod outlined by A. M. Dudley . 3 

Another method is given by Liwscbitz-Garik which is slightly different from 

Dudley •s .4 However, both methods give essentially the same results. Dudley 

considers only three phase ldndings, but a single-phase winding will be exam-

ined. Con,~der one coil span of a concentric winding whose winding diagram is 

shown in Fieure 9 (a) . 

2 A. M. Dudley, .2E· cit., p. 4 , 

3 A. Dudley, .QE, cit., pp . 17-21 and 115-122. 

4 Liwschitz-Garik, Vol . I, pp . 105-10?. 
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'£he mn.gnetic pole as a 11 stair-step11 picture will be as shown in Figure 9 

(b). I'he caleulations for this curve a:re given in .Appendix II. Since the 

curve will :not have the sharp corners as shown because of the smoothing action 

of the rotor, a smooth curve is drawn through the stair-step curve. This 

curve in shown as a dotted line in Figure 9 (b). This then will be the mag

netic :field which gener~ter1 the voltage in the rotor of the machine. This 

wave when analyzed by the Fourier method as shown in Appendix II is of the 

form 

,f :: 100 sin wt, - 0. 529 sin . 3 .rt 

- 2.02 sin 5«Jt - 0.4-?4 sin 7wt. (8) 

filnce the shape or the current wave generated in a conductor is similar in 

shape to the flux .field through which the conductor passes, the wave-form of 

the generated current in the rotor conductors will be similar to the dotted 

line in Figure 9 (b). Therefore, the current equation will be similar to 

Equn.tidn 8. trhis analysis shows the presence of third, fifth, and seventh 

harmonics. 

F'UNDAMENT.ALS OF SINGLE-PHASE HOTOR OPERATION 

Before explaining the effect of these harmonics, first, let us return to 

some of the fundamental theories of single-phase motor operation as given by 

McFarlr.ncl. 5 In this particular exrunple the cross-field theory of operation is 

used. Initially, it is assumed that the rotor of an ideal motor is turning at 

its normal speed. Under t.his condition there are voltages in the rotor caused 

through transform.er act>ion by the stator flux: and through gener·r;.tor action as 

lit result of the rotor conductors cutting the stator .flux. !Jex:t, it is assumed 

5 Thomas C. IfoI<'arl.and., .l\.lternatir~ gurrent Machines, pp. 466-46?. 
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that the dfrection of rotor ro·tation and the direction of flux is as shown in 

1'"igure 10 where 

¢1 :::: transformer flux produced by the st&_tor coils 

¢ :;; alter:natinrz flux along the main axis produced b,r the stator F1 '"""' ,__ J 

coils 

¢0 = cross field flux produced by the rotor current. 

¢F and ¢Mare produced by the action of the applied stator voltage and 

are independent of' the rotation of the rotor. However, ¢c is produced as a 

result of the rotation of the rotor and is often referred to as the »speed 

field. 11 At the instant considered assume the stator voltage to be at some 

value other than zero. Since the magnetizing current iu the stator lags the 

applied voltage by 90°, the value of this current, 10, v1ill have some particu

lar value at this instant. Since it is produced by the magnetizing current, 

.0M ~,1iJ.1 also have some value. This vector relationship is shown in Figure 11 

(a). 

Since there is a. flux field set up by the sta:tor, there will be a voltage, 

EsM, generated in the moving conductors of the rotor. The current resulting 

from this gemlrated. voltage will be lagging Uie voltage by 90°. This current, 

called the rotor exciting rotor current :1 produces the cross-field, ¢0 , a.s 

shmm in Figure 11 ('b). This flux and the main field flux will be in time and 

space quadrature and effectively create a rotating field. 

Since ¢c is stationary in space, it will have no effect upon the stator 

coiln. Hot-1ever, this flux will be linking the rotor conductors. Figure 11 

(c) shous how this action will cause to be induced in the conductors a voltage, 

JETC' which lags the flux by 90°. 

Slnce this voltage, ETC' is 90° behind the rotor flux causing it 1 and 

the rotor flux is 90° behind the exciting rotor voltage, the exciting voltuge, 
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Figm-e 11 (c) 
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ESM' will be in direct opposition to it. A combination of the vector diagramB 

of Figures 11 (b) and 11 (c) clearly shows this phase relationship in Figure 

11 (d). 

Because of the rotation of the conductors, a voltage resulting from the 

cutting of the rotor flux, ¢c, will be generated. This voltage, Esc, will be 

negative since ¢Mand ¢care considered as positive and a positive voltage is 

one which causes a positive current and this in turn produces a positive flux. 

The vector position of this voltage is shoun in Figure 11 {e). 

The last voltage to be considered will be the voltage induced in the ro

tor conductors because or the linkage of the flux ~.1• This voltage, E·rM, ,):I:n 

lag ~I 1:>y 90°. Reforring to Figure 11 (f), it can be seen that this voltage 

is in opposition to E sc· 

'I'he motor adjusts i tsclf, so that the generated voltage is less tha.n 
the induced voltage by an amoun~ sufficient to pass enough load current 
to develop the required torque. 

The difference between these voltages, ETM and Esc, causes a counter 

magnetizing flux field to be formed. This flux is in opposition tot.he main 

flux field, ~i' and thus is a counter magnetizing flux. In ortler to overcome 

the effect of' t.J1is co.µuter magnetizing flux, the stator draws sufficient cur-

rent from the line to su:pply the necessary number of ampere-turns to neutrali~e 

.exactly· this opposing flux.. It is this current which is the most interesting 

at present. The effect of harmonics in the magnetic field on this current 

will now be shown. 

STATOR ltIINDil~GS AS A SOURCE OF CURRE1'1T HARMONTCS 

As stated on page 19 the current wave generated in a conductor is similar 

6 J!!i,g. P• 467 a 
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in shape to the flux field through which the conductor passes. Therefore, 

since the wave form of the rnain field air-gap flux, ¢1,1, contains harmonics, 

the current in the rotor conductors ceused by this field will contain the same 

harmonics. The currents so affected will be the current induced in the con-

ductors through the voltage Kr::,r, and the current resulting from the generated 

voltage ESM since the converse of the first statement in this paragraph is 

also true. That. is, the wave-form of the flux field about a conductor produced 

lry the current in that conductor will be similar in shape to the current wave. 

The flux fields resulting from the currents caused by E.rM and ESH will contaln 

the sane harmonlcs as ere present in ¢w Thus, not only -will 0c have a certain 

harmonic content, but also the voltages in the rotor caused by ¢c~ These a.re 

the induced voltage Eire and the generated voltage Esc· The currents caused 

by these ti.Jo voltages will also have harmonics. 

The current which causes the counter m&gnetizing flux to flow in the 

rotor conductors is the difference between the voltages E'TH and Esc· Of these 

two the former, ETI''1' :1 s ·:·.he 1rccgor. 7 It has just been shown that both ~M 

and Esc contain the same harmonics as ¢M; but. since one voltage is larger than 

the other, the difference between the two voltages will also contain all or 

part of the harmonics of ¢ . This is the voltage which causes the current to 
N 

flow in the rotor conductors uhich in turn causes the counter mognetizing flux. 

Since the voltage which caused the current has harmonics, it, is necessary for 

tbe current to have harmonics. It is also necessary for the flux ea.used by 

this current to have harmonics. Therefore, the flux field set up by the counter 

magnetizing current will have certain harmonics present. 

This cormter magnetizing flux causes additional line current to flow in 

7 McFarland, .2J2· cit., p. 467,. 
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the stator to such an extent that a sufficient number of ampere-turns are pro--

duced t.o neutralize exactly the countHr magnetizing effec·t. To cancel this 

effect, the wave form of the opposing stator flux should be the same as that 

of the counter magnetlzing flux. This means that the opposing stetor flux 

will contain the same harmonics as the counter magnetizing field. To produce 

this harmonic flux field the same harmonic currents must be present. Therefore, 

the additional line current drawn into the stator will contain a certain amount 

of harmonics. 

' 

For example, assu.me that the concentric winding in a particular :::iotor is 

such that the step-curve solution of the magnetic pole shows the presence of 

th:;rd, fifth, ~md seventh harmonic 0. If the applied voltage to that winding 

is a sine wave, then the current wave at no load should be very nearly sinu-

soi<lal. This will be true since the rotor currents will be small. Therefore, 

the counter magnetizing fJ.ux will b~, slight, and the current drawn into the 

stator :to cancel this f'lu,x will be snw_11 in magnitude. Then as the load in-

creases, the percentage of' harm.on.ics in the current wave should increase in 

order tha:c. the counter magnetizing ha.r111onfo fluJt::es might be neutralized. As 

the load is further increased, so should the harmonics jncrease. 

For another example, assum.e that the same winding is used, but now assume 

that the applied voltage is not sinusoidal but that odd harmonics corresponding 

·to those in the magnetic pole e1~e present. These harmonics in the voltage will 

cause hnrm.onics to be present in the current wave. At no--loac1, then, the volt-

age and current waves will have harmonics present. As the load ic increased 

und the demand is placed on the stator to supply har1nonics to overcone the 

counter magnetizing e:t"fect, thi.s demand uill be -met by the harmonic currents 

already present if' they are opposite :i.11 phase. Thus the harmonic,J in tho cur-

rent will be supplying the .flux to neutralize the counter ;;,a.gnetizing effect, 
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and in the process they will be disappearing from the current wave form. If 

this is continued to high enough loads, the current uave should become nearly 

sinusoidal. When the harmonic currents present at no-load are not opposite 

in phase with the cm·rent drawn into the stator try- the counter magnetizing 

flux, the two will add to increei.se the harmonic content. of the stator current. 

The harmonics induced in the stator winding by the harmonics in th{3 1mnf 

wave wlll increase with load. Their actual magnitude in the stator winding 

will depend upon the extent to which they are aided or retarded by the har

monic currents caused b-y harmonic voltages in tho supply voltage. 



CHAPTBH III 

PLOTTING OF THE STATOR MMF CURVE 

It ha.s been shown in Chapter II how the stator winding may introduce 

harmonics in the line current of a single-phase motor. It was necessary to 

perform a considerable amount of work and calculations before the final equa-

tion, F~quation II A-1+ in .Appendix II, was obtained. An attempt will now be 

made to show ho-w the same equation for the mmf curve may be 2pproximated with 

only a fractional part of the work. 

Consider again the winding used in Appendix II. Tabulate the winding 

date as follows: 

Slot No. 
Elec. Degrees 
Turns/slot 

1 
10 

0 

2 
JO 
33 

3 
50 
52 

5 
90 
66 

6 
110 
64 

7 
lJO 

52 

8 
150 

33 

9 
l?O 

0 

The maximum number o:f turns in a slot is 66, and they are in slot nmiber 

5~ which is in the center of tho span. Using 66 as the maximum value of a 

sine wave, the values of that sine wave at angles corresponding to the various 

slot angles are calculated; that is, values are determined for 66 sin 90°, 

66 sin 70°, 66 sin 50°;; 66 sin 30°, and 66 sin 10°. These values are the num-· 

ber of turns which must be in the slot in order that the mmf curve be sinusol~ 

dal. When compared, as in the following tabulation, 

Slot No. 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 f1 9 
E:lec. Degrees 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 
Turns/ slot 0 33 52 64 66 6L-,. lj"' 33 0 .• tc. 

66 sin 9 11.5 3-3 50.6 62 66 62 50.6 33 11.5 

it is seen that the ve.lue for the sine curve ifl larger· than the actual winding 

nt 10°, is equal to the actual winding at 30°, nna i.:c: slightly smaller at 50° 
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and 70°. A more complete comparison of curves may be shown by drawing the 

sine curve and the smooth mmf curve toe;ether as in Figure 12. The two curves 

are seen to be very close together at all times with the sine curve crossing 

the other at 30°. Thus, the harmonic content must be low, as can be verified 

hy referring to Equation II A-4 for this cm·ve in Appendix II. This equation 

shows that there is a (. 529;;) 3rd har:nonic, a (-2.02%) 5th harmonic, and a 

( ... CJ,, 4 7 4'Jt) 7th harmonic. 

DETERMINING 'l'HE HARMONICS Ii-i ':t'HJ,~ STATOR Tf\i.F ClfRVE 

Several different windings were studied in the above manner. The results 

of this study serve as the basis for the conclusions which are drawn concern-

ing the harmonics which will be present ln the mmf wave of a particular wind-

ing. In general, the actual mmf wave will follow one of four general paths. 

The four cases are: 

1,. The actw.1-l curve is initially sm.0ller than the sine curve, crosses 
the sine curve at approximately JOO, and is equal to the sine curve 
at 90°. (Figure 12 (a)), 

2. The actual curve is initially larger than the Bin<:i ctll'vo rmd remains 
larger until they meet at 90°. (Figures 12 (b) and 12 (e)). 

3. The actUe"ll curve is initially smaller than the dne curv-e and re
mains smaller until they meet at 900. ( PigtJJ.'e 12 ( c) ) . 

4, The actual curve is initially larger th:;u1 the sine curve, crosses 
the sine curve at approximatel:y J0°, nnd is equal to the sine curve 
at 900. (Figures 12 (d) and 12 (f)). 

' The harmonics which will be present in each case 1;1111 nou be considered. 

Case 1: The harmonics which nre present are the third, the fifth, and 
the seventh. 

The algebraic sign of these harmonics ,,rill be~ 
.3rd negative 
5th negative 
7th nege:t,ivc 
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'1.'he magn.i.tude of the fifth harmonic will be 

_ ::1ar:nitude of sine -wave at 50° 5Lb -- -·.;._=-.,,. 
- f{agnitude of actua,l wave at 50° 

The 10.gnitude of the third harmonic will be 

3rd = J ... ( ... faf;J;.b~J.,,,,ude of sine wave flt 700 
2 ',{agnlt ude of actual wave at 70° 

- Mrignitud.e of' 5th harmonic) 

The magnitude of the r:Jeventh harmonic will be 

?th = tt1agn~.tude of sine wave at 700 
Hggnitude of actual wave at ?0° 

- 1:,ragnitude or 5th harmonic) 
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Case 2: The harmonics which are present arc~ the third, the fifth, and 
the seventh. 

The algebraic sign of these harmonicr::i will be 
3rd positive 
5th positive 
7th negative 

The nagnitude of the third harmonic will be 

Jrd = J,.(;;J.agnitude of actual wave at 60~) 
2 

He.gnitude of sine wave at 60° 

The :magnitude of the fifth harmonic will be 

5th = l/3(Magnitude of the third harmonic) 

The magnitude of the seventh harmonic will be 

?th = 0.5% to 1% 

Case J: The harmonics which are present are the third, the fifth and 
the seventh. 

The algcbra.i_c sign of these harmonics will be 
3rd positive 
5th negative 
7th negative 

The magnitude of the seventh harmonic ,,Jill be 

1_ .. (~"_:_agni. tude of the actual. wave at 60°) 7th= - .. 0 4 ,,agnitude o:f.' the sine wave at 60 



The magnitude of the fifth harmonic will be 

5th.::: 1/J(Magnitude of the seventh harmonic) 

The magnitude of the th:i.rd harmonic will be 

3rd = ..;i..d!f!gnitud(;.l. of the_ actual wave at 30° 
""·· Magnitude cif the sine wave at 30° 

- Magnitude of the 7th harmonic) 
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Case Li-: The harmonics which are present are the third, the fifth, and 
the seventh. 

The algebraic sign of these harmonics will be 
3rd positive 
5th positive 
7th negG.tive 

If there is a ,.;ide separation between curves at 60° as 1.n 
Figure 12 ( d) , the magnitude of the fifth harmonic wil.l be 

Ma. 22ni.tude of the actual wave at 50° 5th = ... 
Magnitude of the sine wave at 50° 

If there is a wide sepeTation between curves at 60° as in 
Figure 12 (d), the magnitude of the third harmonic will be 

3rd= (Mggnitude of actual wave at 700 
Magnitude of sine wave at 700 

- Magnitude of 5th harmonic) 

If there is a wide separation between curves at 600 as in 
Figure 12 (d) 1 the magnitude of the seventh harmonic will be 

7th .::: cr-fagnitude of actual wave at 700 
Mngnitude of sine wave at 700 

- Magnitude of 5th harmonic) 

If there is no wide separation between the curves a.t any point, 
as in Figure 12 (f), the magnitude of the 5th harmonic will be 
less than for the case where there is wide separation between 
t.he curves • 

.F'igure 12 (a) 

¢ = 100 sin wt - 0.529 sin J wt 

- 2.02 sin 5wt - 0.47L, sin 7wt (9) 
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Figure 12 (b) 

¢ = 100 sin £.J t + 13. 85 sin JLJt 

(10) 

Figure 12 (c) 

¢ = 100 sin wt+ 1.47 sin Jwt 

0.913 sin 5W t - 2.6g sin 7c.Jt (11) 

Figure 12 (d) 

¢ = 100 sin wt + 3 .46 sin 3 wt 

+ 3.02 sin 5Wt -2.355 sin ?wt (12) 

F'igure 12 ( e ) 

9f = 100 sin £.Jt + 24.2 sin 3 wt 

+ 8.07 sin 5wt - 0.525 sin 7wt (13) 

Figure 12 (f) 

¢ = 100 sin wt + 3.23 sin 3 wt 

+ 3. 66 sin 5 l,.) t - 6 .17 Din 7 c.> t {14) 

A comparison of these equations with those obtained by the short-cut 

method previously described will show thid the short-cut method is correct 

within two or three percentage units of the values obtained by the longer 

Fourier analysis,, gjven by equt~t:ions (\), (1,J), 01), (12), (13), (ll;). 

EFFECT OF H.r~RMONICS ON PO\iJEH FACTOR 

As yet there is no sure means for predicting the performance of a single-

pluu:m motor. For a particular motor that was being examined, the performance 

charo.cteristics were predicted. Then the performance ch?.xacteristics were 

obtained by laborfatory test, first, with a cinusoidal. voltage wave supplying 

I 

the power and then with a non-sinusoidal voltage wave supplying the power. 

Thus three different sets of performance values were obtained. 'l'he predicted 
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characteristics were obtained by the procedure given by Puchstein and Lloyd.1 

For the same motor and .fort he same 102d r;cmge, values of effective voltage, 

effective current, watts input, and watts output were obtained. These resultn, 

as well as the predicted characteristics, were plotted. The two seto of valuea 

were then compe,red as in Figure 13. This comparison shows that the predicted 

values were optimistic throughout most of the working range of the motor • 

.Also in FigUl."e 13 is a third curve which represents the chBracteristics 

of the'motor when a sinusoidal voltage is applied to the motor when the no

load conditions are obtained. This curve is seen to equal more nearly the 

actual test curve. 

At the full-load condition the curves show that to obtain 186 watts out

put, the actual input must be 331 watts. lJhen predicted by using a non

sinusoidal voltage applied to the motor during the no-load test, the input 

watts are found to be 316 watts for 186 watts output. The curve predicted 

from the condition when a sinusoidal voltage is applied at no-load shows that 

320 watts input are necessary for 186 watts output. Based on the input watts 

at full-load, the input predicted from the non-sinusoidal voltage is different 

from the actual input by L~. 5%. On the same basis the input predicted from the 

sinusoidal voltage is different from the actual input by 3.J7l. 

The mmf of the stator winding for this motor when analyzed by the Fourier 

series shows the mmf curve to be Equation 10. This equation is 

¢ ::: 100 sin t.ll:. + 13. g5 sin Ji.Jt 

+ 4.J6 sj.n 5wt. - O. 728 sin 7wt 

Excluding the thlrd harmonic, the algebraic sum of the fif·th and seventh 

harmonics is f'ound to be J.6L"%. 1'his result indicates that the third harmonic 

I 

l 
Puchstein and Lloyd, ~· ill•, pp. 371-379. 
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of current will have little or no effect upon the operating clwr1wteristics 

of the motor. The stator 1nmf c1.u~ve chous tlvJt the third harmonic content is 

almost four ttm.es ;-,s large as the algebr~dc suw of the fif't.b and seventh 

harmonics. Trte ftnal difference in the performJ;rice curves of the motor seems 

to be caused pri:ncipalJy hy the f"i:fth harmonic. 

Although the third harmonic has no noticeable effect here, this does not 

mean that there is not 6c t;hird harmonic o:f current p:r-esent in the stator 

windingr;. Thi.s is shown by oscillograms which were taken o.f current and 

voltage when the motors were actually being tested. These osciJJ.oerams are 

shown in Figures 1/i. rmd 15. Figure l/1 is the oscillogr0.rn for the ,0.10tor whose 

mmf curve is given lzy Ji:(JUation 11, rnc~ .F'ie;ure 15 is the oscillogrA.m for the 

motor whose rm1Lf curve :l.:J given by Rqut:d,:Lon 12. These waves were am,]yzcd by 

the Fourier Series, and their equHtiorw were found to be for F'igur-e 14 

i = 6. 91.i- sin (wt + 6. J,4.0 
) + Cl. sin (Jwt - 92 • 5° ) 

+ 0.26 sin (5wt - Y~.35°) + C).Cl.322 sin (?wt+ l57.J0
) 

and for Figm·c 15 

i ~ J.595 sin (t..1i:; + ,, O] 0) 
.)• j~ + o.;i.51;. sin ( Jwt + '"•] 30) ,.<. .)~ .• _" 

+ 0.133 sin ( 5wt - 23.05°) + o.03r.n sin (7wt + 90. '.~;-~O) 

'l'he calculation for the first c1trv(1 is given in Appendix DI. 

It has been shown that the fifth and seventh h0.rmo:nics influence thEJ per--

forma.nce or the motor and that 0. third harmonic component i~, present, n s well. 

ctwnging the current and power curves will not be tbe only 0;:f'fect, for the 

third, fifth, and seventh cBn combine to change the pot-1e:r fvctor oft.he motor. 

This can be sho1.-m by considering the current and voltnge ;,,aves of Urn motor. 

If the harmonics in the imprensed voltage wave ,,.re suft'icientl,v s1,wl1 ::;o that 
! 

they might be neglected, the effoct:i.ve voltage will be the cffoctive V13lue 

of the fundamentnl weve. Sinc(8 hcrnonics ,;;re going to be induced :in the curr·rmt 
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Figure l.4. Full load current wave. 
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Figure 15. Fu.11,load corrent wave. 
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wave by the action of rotor flux, the effective current will be 

(15) 

where 11 , 1.3, Ij, end 17 rcprErnent the eff'ective valueo of the fundamental, 

third, fifth, and sev~mth hnr,.nonics, respectively, of the current wave. If 

13 , 15, and r7 have values, 11 will be loss than Ieff" The power f'actor if 

current har111onico are considered and the voltage vave is $inusoidal will be 

(16) 

l 
If the current wuve had been sir1usoid::-il, the rower fnct,or would be 

pf= watts . v1 x r1 
(17) 

Since the number of watts 1.dll remain the saiue, tho power factor -wi.J 1 be 

1.owei:·ed by ·i;he :non-sinusoidal current W8Ve. 

tJhen the voltage wave contains harmonics, the current wave will contain 

harmonics caused both by the harmonic volti•gcs Etnd by the st~tor uind.ings. 

'l'hc total power t,Jill be caused by the .fundamental and the harr:i.onic!s as given 

by Equs.tion 7, Chapter I. '.l'he effective cm·rent '!t:ill be given lJy Equation 

l l' ). The ef.fective voltt1.ge -..d.11 be 

(13) 

where V 1 , V 3, V 5, rmd v7 represent the eft"ective values of tho funda..wntaly 

·Udrd, fifth ~.nd seventh harmonics, respectively, of. t.be voltage wave. The 

i:-..ower fact.or for this case will be 

.. watts 
PI ;: V ·-

~·"1" X 1,...-t>f V..J.. v.L. 

(19) 

The power factor ,iill be increased or decreased depEmdiwJ upon the Rmount of 
; 

po1,1er contributed by the harmonics in relat,ion to their .1.1agnitude:1. For 



example, if the phase o.ngles between tho voltage and current of corresponding 

harmonics are such that no power will result, then the total power uill be 

caused by the fundamental waves of current and voltage. Thus, r1 and v1 will 

be supplying the powerj and Ieff and Veff will be larger than r1 and v1 , 

respectively, and the power factor wil1 be lowered. 

With the information thus far obtained it is difficult to state exactly 

the effect of' the harmonics on the operation of the motor. Referring to 

Figure lJ, page 35, it is seen that the predicted watts input curve is opti-

mistic with respect to the actual test value for which a non-sinusoidal voltage 

was applied. 'rhat is, for a given output the watts required by the predicted 

curve are less than the watts actually drmm by the motor when that p;;i-.rticular 

load is imposed upon it. The non-sinusoidal. voltage was from H coTI1.--r:1.ercial 

power system line. Also, the test curve when a sinusoidal voltage we,ve was 

applied to the motor is optimistic with respect to the non-sinusoidal applied 

voltage curve. Thee.mount of harmonics in the supply voltage seems to deter-

mine, in part, the amount of deviation between the predicted curve and the 

actunl teat curve. 

In the prediction of motor perforlllance a performance curve could be plot-

ted fro,a the calculated values which would be optimistic for any .sJ.ternating-

current.voltage applied to the motor. This curve could then be corrected so 

that it would be more nearly correct when the motor was actually operating 

under a load. However, the correction factor would be different for cliffe1~ent 

supply voltages since the hnrmonic content of the different 1rolk1.ges would 

probably not be the sa:rne. Thus it would be necessary to know something about 

the supply voltage as well as the motor being considered. 



CHAPTJ:i~H IV 

DETF:HMININCr DIRgC1'ION Oll" 'l'RAVJJ;L OF HARMONIC WAVE 

The e.ff'ect of t.:1. particular harmonic component in a motor may be to add 

to or subtract from the act:i.on of' the f\mdaraenta1 component. That is, if 

the harmonic is tra-velling in the direction of the fundamenteJ., it td.11 be 

adding to the ef'fect or the harmonic. The harmonic will be subtractive if it 

:ts travelling in the opposite direction of the fundmnenta.l. 

One procedure for determining the direction of rotation of a particular 

harmonic 1.s developed by considering the flux density distribution of a. coil. 1 

By this scheme, referring to Figure 16, the equation for the flux density 

distribution is given by the Fourier series 

(20) 

where 

k - order o:r the spacEi harmonic 

(3 k = amplitude of the 1tth harmonic (a function o:f' time) 

"i,.: := phase angle (position) of the kth harmonic (a filllction of time.) 

2, = pitch (wave length) o.f' the fundamental 

x ::: distance measured from 11n t-1.rbitrary stationary ret'erence axis. 

From this equation it is seen that the location of the flux density of a har

monic can be varied by changing the value of the phase angle~ ""41.c, of that har-· 

manic. If the phase angles were considered as functions of til"le, then a 

particular point on the wave of the kth harmonic is given by 



Figure-16. 



J1.2S : -f ::: constant 
., k 

and by differentiation 

dx -r d 1j{ 
dt ::: + 11' ""at 

(21) 

{22) 

that is, the particular point is travelling in the positive or negat:i.ve di-

• 7" d. -r-1 ..y\. 
rection with a linear velocity - _..-J . Uhen, "k is positive, the direction 

11' dt 
of travel is negative. A nogative value of -r,k gives a positive direction of 

travel Tor the point. By varying the pitch of the coil which is linked by 

this flux, the direction of travel of ii given har:nonic can be reversed, :re-

duced, or even suppressed. The effect of changing the pitch, p, of the coil 

is given by the pitch coefficient. This factor is given by the equation 

(23) 

The values of K will be between -1 and +l depending upon the order of the 
p 

harmonic, k, and the pitch, p. For example, if p:::: 0.8 the pitch factor of 

the 5thj harmonic, k
5

, will be k5 ::: O, and k
7 

==·0.587. Thus, by proper choice 

of pitch any given harmonic ce.n be eliminated. 

EQUATIONS AND FIGURES SHOi-JING CHANGES OF CURRENT 

Hffrl}10NICS WITH CHANGES rn LOAD 

The above method of determining the direction of travel of a given har-

monic will apply for a given condition when there is 110 change in the magnitude 

of the source of the harmonics. However, it tmuld be difficult to apply to a 

single-phase motor because of the way jn which the harmonics originate. J\t a 

given load there will be thoBe current harmonics caused by the harmonics in 

the voltage and those caused by the stator mmf distribution. Those caused by 

the voltage harmonics wil1 remain constant, but those caused by the flux 



distribution will in general be (1ifferent at every Jood. 'l'he manner in which 

this change occurs can be trnced by a series or equations representing the 

current waves at various load values and at ::::;ynchronous speed. The first 

series will be the current equations uhe:n n :.line vr::ive of voltage is applied 

to the motor. The current Have when the motor in being driven ut synchronous 

speed is shoun i.n Figure 17. The equation for tbi~, curve is 

(21.J 

J ::: '. 71 sin c.,t + O. 0212 sin (Jc.>t - 63 .L,5°) 

(;: 5) 

·:1' • 5r Sl
0 

Il (wt ·' I J 1°) + 0 ')Cj n1" n { '2wt - G', ,,-, c;.·}; - _ (') r "+ • •-+.. \, • ~ ... > ,__, . \ .J , . .,, j • i ~t 

+ Cl. 0'35 sin ( 5c.Jt 4 229°) + n. 03E'i6 sin ( ?wt (?6) 

1,t 160~f. rated load the equation of the current wave an shown. 5- n Ii'if{UTc 2'1 is 

i - 6.06 sin (wt + 7.51°) + 0,511 sin (3wt 

+ 0.131 sin (5<,,t -107.t/1°) + O.rn34/5 Gin (7u.1t -102.:1;°) 1)7) 

I•'rom this series of eque.ti.ons it cnn be seen that the phase angles on the 

hfil'monics differ with load. The magnitude oe tho harmonics also vary with 

load. In general, this varhrtion is m1 increasEe. Ifr:,' the npplied voltage 

been ent:irely Hi.thout t1armonics, L'hc hvx-,_nonics wo1Lld have incre:,scd with chan·.:o 

in lo:,d. Z:,ct.un11y, there are some hHr:..nooics present in the stator 
., 

a~1 can oo 

seen t'rof,1 the equnt:ton of the c1ir1'Emt, Ecrw:,tion 24, wlrnn the rotor i:c, being 

driven at synchronow:; speed. Fo:r thj_s condition there is no curr·ent flowing 

in the :r:otor conducto-c·1:.;. Therefore JI there w:111 be no counter mc:.gncti.z.i.ng ef-

feet, and the st3tor current T:d11 '.;e c:nusod only by the applied vo1tage. 

I•'or the next sE1ries of 0qua:tiom.:: a n.on-si:nusoitb.l voltage , .. 1~1s ap1.,lied to 



Figure 17. Current wave with rotor driven at 
synchronous speed. Applied voltage 
wave sinusoidal. 

Figure l:.~. Current wav9 with motor at no-load. 
Applied voltage wave si~usoidal. 
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Figure 19, Current wave with motor at full-load. 
Applied voltage wave sinusoidal. 

Figure 20. Current wave with motor at 125% rated load. 
Applied voltage wave sinusoidal. 



the motor. The voltage wave is shown in l"jgure 21. 'I'he equation for this 

wave is 

v = 122.5 sin wt+ 5.55 sin (Jwt + 90°) 

+ 2.63 sin (5wt + 120.9°) + 1.29 sin (7GJt + 75.L~0
) c2a) 

'rhe current wave shoi.m in I?igure 22 is for the :wnchronous spof)d condition 

whon the voltage wave given in Equation 2g is applied to the 1~otor. The 

equA_tfon is 

i - J.065 sin (wt+ 1.79°) + 0.0713 sin(3wt - go.31°) 

+ 0. 0561 sin ( 5wt - 72. 62°) + 0. OOL:}~ sin ( ?wt -:s 160. 3L+ 0 ) (?9·) ' --
Figure 23 is the no-load current wave. 'fhe equation is 

i - 3.07 sin (wt - 1.1°) + 0.0.32? sin (3wt - 63.4°) 

+ 0.12 sin ( 5wt + 32 .42°) + 0.0452 sin (7«1t + 1h3.Li,0 ) (30) 

At full-load the equation of the current wave in Figure 2L} is 

i = 3.595 sin c~t + 3.91°) + 0.254 sin (J~t + 2.31.3°) 

+ 0.lJJ sin (5wt - 2J.05°) + 0.5Jl sin (7wt + 90.S(~O) (31) 

At 125\t rated load the equation of the current wave in Figure 25 is 

i - l+.1+9 sin {wt + 5.57°) + 0.29L:, sin (3(.,)t + 261°) 

+ 0.105 sin (5wt - i;,J.'7°) + O.Of{2 sin (7wt + 5:3.1°) (32) 

The change in the phase ane;le of each harmonic is present as it wa~1 in 

the first series. Also, for this latter case, the magnitudes of the harmonic 

components both increase and decrease. This change would be caused b-y the 

harmonic currents drawn :into the stator to counteract the demagnetizing ef'f'ect 

of the rotor current. The current ha·monics resultine; from the harmonics in 

the vo1tage Hpp1.iec1 to the motor supply pBrt of this need if the phase position 

is correct. If the harmonic already there has a component which is negative uHh 

respect to the current den1anded, then the magnitude of that harmonic ,,rill be de·,. 

creased. Hb.en the harmonic current demanded j_g approxiilwi,tely in phase with the 
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Figure 21. Non-sinusoidal voltage wave. 



Figure 22. Current wave with rotor driven 
at synchronous speed. Applied 
voltage wave non-sinusoidal. 

Figure 23. Current wave with 
motor at no-load. 
Applied voltage wave 
non-sinusoidal. 



Figure 24, Current wave with 
motor at full-load. 
AppHed voltage wave 
non-sin11so idal, 

Figure 2 5, Current wave with motor 
at 125% rated load. 
Applied voltage wave non
sinusoidal. 
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nitude of the :cesultnnt harmonic :le lncreuoccL T11uG, tbc 'tr-i_~njtuoe ot Lbe 

monies caused by the opplicd volt."',go rnd ·t;hc lntr,11onics c2used iJ,Y the rstf,to:r 

windinr;. 



CONCLUSION 

Actual test data show tha.·G when 1:1 sine wave of voltnge is the source of 

power the input watts required to produce a certain output is less than when 

a non-sinusoidal voltage supplies the power to the motor. This difference in 

power is caused by parasitic torquec. Parasitic torques ri~sult :from the action 

of harmonics in the motor current, and they take power from the motor. The 

extent of the parasitic torques will be dependent in part upon the magnitude 

of the current harmonic. If the effect of the parasitic torques could be de

termined, the performance could be more accurately predicted. 

When a sine wave voltage is npplied to a single-phase motor, the motor 

characteristics are dif'ferent from the ch2.racteristics of the same :i:notor when 

a non-sinusoidal voltage supplies the power. Thus, uhen tbe performance curves 

are to be predicted as by an equivalent circuit solution, the results will be 

different since the ;notor constnrts are di.fferent. In general, this differ

ence is such that the watts input and motor current for a given slip are small(D:;." 

when the motor constants based on a sinusoidal voltage are used than when motor 

constants based on a non-sinusoidal voltage are used. There is, therefore, a 

similarity between the predicted and a.ctual performance. This similarity is 

that for a given load the input watts required ·when a sine wave of voltage is 

applied are less than -when a. non-sinusoidal wave of voltage is applied. Also, 

the predicted performance 1,rill be more nearly correct if a sinusoidal voltage 

"'BVe is applied to the motor when the no-lou.d test is performed. 

For two motors tested in this manner the predicted performance curve and 
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the actual performance c:urve were nearly equal throughout most of the load 

range. ( See Figure lJ) . However, as the load approe.ched the fu11·-load con-

dition, tbe predicted and actuel performances curves began to separate. 'l'he 

predicted cm·ve continues upward with approximately the same slope, but the 

slope of the act1J1::.1 performance curve becomes less. Thus, there is a widening 

between curves. '.¥'.his separation will oo caused by tho incre2i.sed effect of the 

parasitic torques. The predicted performance curve indicates the path that 

the actual performance curve uould follow if the parasitic torques were not 

present to distort ii:.. Uhen the load on the motor is not large, the harmonics, 

Hhich increase with load as stated on page 26, will be smnll. Therefore, the:Lr 

parHSl tic effect wil1 be slight. In fact, the case may be similar to the one 

ckinc:d.bad on pagr~ 26. In thiB exaJr1ple it was shown how current harmonics 

c~rnsed by stator mmf lrnrmonics would be cancelled by those current harmonics 

co.used by applied voltnge harmonics. There would be little or no parasitic 

torque 1iction in this oase until t.he harmonics caused by stator :mmf harmonics 

become lt:1rge:r than the harmonics caused by the applied voltage. 

This would be the explanation for the separntion of the predicted and 

actu:Jl pcri'orm;c:.nce waves. }.l'or as the loe.d e.pproci.ches full-load, the st.ortor 

mmf h;;.rnwnic:s &.re :no longer CG.ncelled by the voltage lrnr1nonic~,. The parasitic 

torques vre then set up, end powe:c is taken from the motor to overcome this 

effect. As the load is increased further, the harmonics become more pronounced 

as can be seen from Equationc (24), (25), (26), and (2.7), and Equations (29), 

( 10), ( ':'11 ( ·:,2)' 
,# ,.,) J? .,,J ... It would be difficult to predict what effect these harmonics 

would h~we on .s particular motor since there are so many things to be con,ddered 

which ui11 have an effect on the harmonics. For example, every different type 

of windil1g will lnLroduce current harmonics of different magnitudes in the 

s·tator. Also, the harmonics in the applied voltage will influence the resultant 



current harmonics. Nor, as stated previously, is the stator uinding the only 

source of current harmonics. Other factors contributing to this effect are 

rotor slots, a non-uniform air-gt:!p, and iron saturation. 

To attempt to arrive at correction factor :for the predicted character

istics which would apply to all moto!s 11ould require more information about a 

motor then the no-load test, the blocked rotor test, and the winding data. 

Even whon a correction factor has been determi.ned for a certain motor when a 

certain voltage is applied, change in the harmonics compriaing that voltage 

would cause the factor to be incorrect. An approximate factor could be de

termined by testing motors with various ratings and with various windings. 

Accompanying this factor should be informati.on stating the type of voltage 

tsl'a,ve applied to the motor and how to correct the result,s for other applied 

voltages. 

Perhaps this same idea of' correction for harmonics could be incorporated 

into the circle diagram solution. Again, the factor would depend upon the 

same factors mentioned :,tbove. However, it might be more easily and accurately 

applied? But no matter what the method, predicted performance for a single

phase motor will be more accurate if some correction is made for the effect 

of lwrmonics. 
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f1PPTmDIX I 

~-]-, 
i 

----··· l -

i 

The equations for the currents ix nnd iz at·e g:tvGn, r,.fll} {he Vt.llue of t.he 

other current, iy, is to bG dete1·1ninod. 

+ I sin (y.it + 
5x 

i :::: 1lz sin (wt + z 

+ 1sz sin (5wt + 

a ) + 
5x 

n ) 
J.z + 

a ) 
5z 

+ 

I., sin 
_;,X 

I t11" 11 
7x 

L, sin 
.)3 

I?z sin 

(?wt + a ) 
7x 

(I A-1) 

(_?;wt + a.., ) 
_.:,Z 

(?wt + a7z ) (1 A-2) 

One of Kirchhoff's laws stntes that the sum of thf0 current::,~ entering a, point 

in e. circuit is equal to the currents 1oa-v:1.ng that point. 1'hc1reforc, 

i +i =i,ori =i -i 
X Y Z y Z X 

(I A-3) 

which is the vector difference of two value:c, ln which each harr:Jonic must be 

considered individually. If it is :lssumed th:it the reference of the current 

waves is i :::: I sin wt, the difference of the cwo cm·rents will be as follm·rn. rn 

Jtirst, consider the current equation for i
0
,, The eonponents of the fundamen·v ,., 

tal will be 

(I A-!,.n) 

The components of the third harmonic will be 



sin a
3

) 
·z 

Similarly, the components of the fifth and seventh harmonics will be 

sin 

sin a ) 
?z 
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(I A.-4c) 

(I A-4d) 

How, consider the eqrn.1tion for current i . The components of the harmonics 
X 

will be arrived at in the sa:me manner us for iz. These values will be 

11= 11x (cos alx + j sin alx) (I A-5a) 

IJ = IJx (cos a,, + .i sin a ) 
,.1X Jx 

(I A-5b) 

15 - Ir (cos a5 )X X 
+ j sin a 

5x 
) (I A-5c) 

I7 = 17x (cos a?x + j sin a ) 
7x 

(I A-5d) 

These values are to be subtracted from those given hy Equations I A-4,- the 

magnitude and phase angle determined, and. the rosult expressed an a sine 

function. The fundamental components e..re combined to show the form of the 

procedure. 

I ::;;; I~ cos 11lz + j 11z sin alz y :A..Z 

~· 1lx cos alx - j 11x sin alx 

The magnitude of the fundamental wave of the current iy will be 

sin 8 lz - 1 lx sin 

cos alz - 1lx cos 

As a sine function, the fimdamenta.l of i is 
y 

alx 

alx 

(I A'""6) 

(I A-Sb) 
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1!'or the other harmonics a simile.r method is employed to give the remainder 

of the iy current equation, that is, the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic 

portions. 

(I A-9) 

i 5y = ~"J..- cos a
5 

- r
5 

cos ac: ) 2 + (I 
~ ,z Z X JX 5z 

sin a - I sin a )2)} 
5z 5z 5x 

~ 1 r5z sin a5z - r 5x sin a5x) 
sin ( wt - tG:m- I a ) 

5 cos a. - I~ cos • z ,z ,x ,x 
(I A-10) 

_1 r7z sin a73 - r7x si.n a7x)) 
~in (wt - tan I I \ ?z cos a7z - ?x sin a7x 

( I A-11) 

The equation which would represent the current in branch y with all of its 

harmonics would be the sum of Equations (I ll.-Sa), (I A-9), (I A-10) and 

(I A-11). In its shortened form it would be given by 

i = Ily sin (c.1t + gly) + I3 sin (3wt + g3y) y y 

+ I sin ( 5c,.1t, + G ) + I sin (7wt + Q ) (I A-12;· 
5y 5y 7y 7y 
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APPENDIX II 

In determining the :mmf curve of a machine it is necessary to know the 

distdtution of the windings in the stator and the number of slots in the 

stator. It is convenient to show the developed winding for one pole of a 

single-phase machine in the following manner. 

1/!1. hp., 36 slot, capacitor start, L} pole 

Slot No. 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 

Turns/slot 0 33 52 66 33 0 

Si.nee the same current flows in rill of the coils in a single-phase wind-

ing, the vr.lue of a .. mpere-cona.uctors for each slot wi.11 be eqru:11 to the number 

of conductors in that slot if unity current is considered flowing in the 

winding. 'fhis information may be tabulated as follows: 

Slot No. 1 2 3 !,.. 5 , 6 7 

Ampere-conductors 0 33 52 6/+ 66 64. 52 33 O 

Since the stator being considered has 36 slots in the stator and it is 

a /,-pole m3.chine, 9 slot:J will be one pole span. 'I'herofore, 9 slots will 

represent 180° electrical degrees. The number of electrical degrees bet.ween 

adjacent slots is equal to 

b 3601' 
= '"1J (II A-1) 

whore 

6 - electrical degrees bet we on adjacent slotB 

p ;; nmn1Jer o.r pole pairs in the machine 

N ::::: number of stator slots 

For the machine being used 
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~ :.: 360 X 2 ::: 200 
36 

(II A-2) 

a graph is then drawn with electrical degrees an the abscissa and ampere-

conductors as the ordinate. If the e.ssumption is made that the change in 

the rnmf occurs between slots .snd that this value remains constant across the 

slot before changing H.gain, tho step curve shown in Figure II A-1 results. 

(If the assumption is made that the chanee in the ID1nf oceurs in the center 

of the slot, the same step-cl.U've is obtained. However, the entire curve is 

displaced &/2 degrees to the left or right.) 

The actual mmf wave will not have the corners as shown in Figure II A.-1 

because of the smoothing-out action of l:.he rotor. The dotted smooth curve 

is more nearly the resultant wave. This is the curve which is to be analyzed 

by the Fourier Series method. It is convenient to use tables similar to 

those on the following pages for this purpose. It is unnecessary to calculate 

the cosine terms as is usually done in the F'ourier Series analysis i'or the 

cosine term for any harmonic considered Hill be zero. 'rhis is readily es-

tablished since the half-cycle is symrnetrlcal about the ordinate at 90°. 

After dividing the abscissa of the half-cycle into ten degree intervals, 

the ordinates at ea.ch interval are measured and entered in the proper place 

in the table. Having carried out the necessary calculati.ons, the final 

equation .for the wave may be written in terms of its sine componente.. The 

equation for this curve is 

J.2 sin 3i.>t 

- 12.2 si.n 5wt 2.38 sin ?wt (II A-3) 

If the terms on the right ::dde o.f the c~qutJ.lity sine are divided by 60/.,.9, 

the equation will represent the harmonics iw perconto.gcs with the fundamen-

tal being 100%. The final eountion becomes 
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No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Measured Products i sin Q 
Ordinates Sin Q pos. neg. 

10.0 0.1736 1.7 

21.0 0.3420 7.2 
f 

33.0 0.5000 16.5 

44.0 0.6428 28.3 

52.0 0.7660 39.8 

59.0 0.8660 51.1 

61~.o 0.9397 60.1 

65.7 0.9348 64.75 

66.0 1..0000 66.0 

65.7 0.9848 64.75 

64.0 0,,9397 60.1 

59.0 0.8660 51.l 

52.0 0.7660 39.8 

44.0 0.6428 28.J 

33.0 0.5000 16 .. 5 

21.0 0.3420 7.2 

10.0 0.1736 1.7 

o.o 0.0000 o.o 

Sum of Products 60.l.. 9 0 

A1 ::: 604.9 

B1 = 0 

c1 = 604.9 

«1 = oo 

604.9 

Sin 39 

0.5000 

0.8660 

1.0000 

0.8660 

0.5000 

0.0000 

-0.5000 

-0.8660 

-1.0000 

-0.8660 

-0.5000 

0.0000 

0.5000 

0.8660 
-

1.0000 

0.8660 

o. 5000 

0.0000 

AJ = -3.2 
n3 ; O 

c3 = J.2 

o(J = 130° 

65 

Products i sin ~Q 
pos. . neg. 

5.0 

18.0 

33.0 
-

J.13.1 

26.0 

o.o o.o 

32.0 

56.9 

66.0 

56.9 

.32.0 

o.o o.o 

26.0 

JS.l 

33.0 

1~.o 

5.0 

o.o 

2.l.0.6 2.l.J.8 
-3.2 
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Measured Products 1. sin 5g 
No. Ordinates Sin 59 pos. neg. -----

1 10.0 0.7660 7.7 

2 21.0 0.9848 20.7 -----· 
3 33.0 0.5000 16,5 --.,____ 

4 4it• 0 -0.3420 15.1 

5 52.0 -0.9397 1+8.9 --
6 59.0 -0.8660 51.1 

7 64,.0 -0.1736 11.1 -----
g 65.7 0.6428 42.2 -
9 66.0 J..0000 66.0 

-
10 65,7 0.6428 1.2 .2 ---i,,...----
11 61 •• 0 -0.1736 11.1 

12 59.0 -0.,%60 51.1 

13 52.0 -0.9397 L/3. 9 

14 /.,,.!.,. 0 -0 . .31+20 15.l 
-

15 .33.0 0.5000 16.5 --
16 21.0 0~98L,S 20.7 

-
17 10.0 0.7660 7.7 

- -
lS o.o o.o o.o 

Sum of Products 240.2 252.4 

1\5 = -12.2 

B5 = 0 

c5 = 12.2 

Cle· = 1H0° 
,') 

-12.2 

Sin 79 

0.9397 

0.6428 

-0.5000 

-0.9848 

-0.1736 

0.8660 

0.7660 

-0.3420 

-1.0000 
-
-0.3420 ----
0.7660 

0:.%60 

-0.1736 

-o.cy;,43 

-0.5000 

0.61i28 

0.9397 -
0.0000 

A ,·, ~,.,. 7 ::: -r.. ,C)() 

B7 = 0 

c7 = 2.88 

cf7 = 180° 

Products i sin 7Q 
pos. neg. 

9.4 

13.5 

16,5 
-

1+3,4 

9,04 

51.l 

49.0 

22.5 

66.0 

22.5 

/}9.0 

51.1 

9.04. 

L.J.4 

16.5 

13.5 

9 ·'~ 

o.o 

21.,6.0 2/-1-ij, .S8 
-2.gs 



U7 

sin ]wt, 

2. 0.2 sin 5wt - o .. r7!+ :::in ?wt 
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APPENDIX III 

The Fourier Series method of analysis as used :in this appendix for de-

termining the equation of a curve is similar to thnt used in Appendix II 

except that the number of divisions on the abscissa is twice as large. In 

Appendix II 18 divisions were made in a half-cycle thus making a 10° differ-

ential between adjacent ordinates. 1''or the wave analysis which :follows, J6 

divisions will be made on the abscissa.. This represent:, a 5° differential 

between adjacent ordinates. 

The ordinates were measured in an arbitrary scale, the :multiplications 

and additions were performed, and relative values were obtained for A1 and 

Following the outlined method of 

Kerchner and Corcoran, c1 and c( 1 , c3 and oe3, c5 and °'s' and c7 and o<.7 were 

determined. The eff'ecti ve vc,lue of' the current had been read from an ammeter 

at the time of' the test and was, therefOI'fJ ~ v, known quantity. 

From Equation 15 the ef'fective current is 

'.rhis will be the value of current read from the anm1.eter. 

ships 

r1 = kC1 ; 13 = kC3; 15 = kC5; I 7 = kC7 

Equation 15 becomes 

Ieff ="1c12 k2 + cJ2 ~ + c52 k2 + C72 k2 

z; k..,/c12 + c/ + cl + c72 

(15) 

From the relation-

(III A-1) 



.. , ano 

k:::: 

Tb.is VD lue of k must bo determined for e!wh w1;.1ve. Lfte:r finding the value 

for· k, :1.ts vu1ue con be m1bffLitutEKl ln 1''.qunt.ion III ll.-1 and the valuei-i for 

r1 , r3 , Id and I found. 'I'he remainder oft.he p:rob.lem tMJ given hy Kerchner 
' 7 

iti.nd Corcoran :i.s substitution of vnluos to obtain the finu.l current equat,:l.on. 

The equation for Plgure III A--·1 :i.1.s 

•} 'l''l2 c,,·' (r; t 1r.7 rtO) + , , .,;,c. • ,~:J. U I (,I + J • '.J 

n.:nd. for Figure III .il.-2 

1 ,...,; {'"('· c:. sin (wt + J.-:n.°) + ().?54 Lli.n (Jwt + '"") 30) ·- ,::>.) /") ,<,) .. ,o 

(III A-5) 

The tnbles Ghow:lng the J?our:ler m:w.lysi::J of figure III A-1 f'ollow 



Figure III A-1. Full-load current wave. 

Figure I!I A-2. Full-load current wave. 
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FUNDAMENTAL 

No. !1easured Sin 9 Products i sin 9 Cos 9: Products i cos 9 -Ordinates pos. neg. .:JOS, neg, 

1 1.2 0.0872 0.1 0.9962 1.2 
2 2.7 0.17,36 0.47 o.9q4g 2.66 
3 /},4 0.2581 1.14, 0.9659 4.25 
4 5. 75 0.3420 1.97 0.9397 5.4 
5 7.05 0.4226 2.98 0.9063 6.39 
6 '1.4 0,5000 L,.2 0.8660 7.20 
7 9.46 0.5736 5,43 0.8192 7.75 
8 10.3 0.61+28 6.64 0.7660 7.S 
9 11.1 0.7071 7.85 0.7071 7.85 

10 11.7 0.7660 8.97 0.6/+28 7.54 
11 12 .34. O.Sl92 10.12 0.5736 7.08 
12 12.~ 0.3660 11.1 0.5000 6./+ 
13 lJ.28 0.906.3 12.03 0./+226 5.62 
1/+ 13.7 0.9397 12. ,f.38 0.3420 4 .• 69 
15 l/.i,,013 0.9659 13.6 0.2588 3.64 
16 l.!~.2 (). 931,8 14.0 0.1736 2 .L~6 
17 14.19 0.9962 1/-i,. l/+ 0.0:372 1.24 
18 13.86 1.0000 1.3.86 0.0000 o.o o.o 
19 13,44 o .. 9962 13,4 -0.0872 1.17 
20 12.87 0.9848 12.68 -0.1736 2.23 
21 12.06 0.9659 11.66 -0.2538 J.12 
22 11.82 0,9397 11.11 -0 . .3420 Lr.05 
23 10.4 0.9063 9.44 -0.4226 , ... 4 
24 9.44 0.8660 3.26 -0.5000 4.77 
25 Pi. 7 I+ 0.8192 7.16 -0.5736 5.01 
26 7.7 0.7660 5.9 -0.6428 4.95 
27 ?.O 0.7071 4,.95 -0. 7071 4.95 
28 6.1,,4 o.642e 4.14 -0.7660 4,93 
29 6.0 0.5736 3.1+4 -O.Rl92 4.92 
30 5.6 0.5000 2.S -J.S660 2.43 
31 5,04 0.4226 2.13 -0.9063 1,,.57 
32 4.34 0.3420 1.48 -0.9397 L ... 08 
33 .3. 6 0.2588 0,93 -0.9659 3.48 
34 2.5 0.1736 0.43 -o,9B48 2.46 
.35 1.35 0.0872 0.12 -0.9962 1.35 
36 o.o 0.0000 o.o -1.0000 .o.o 

237. 5 0 89.25 62.37 
237.5 26.38 

A1 := 237,5 
Bl::: 26.J3 

C1 - ::: 239,0 
~~ 

c(l .:: 6.34° 
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THIRD 

No. Measured Sin 3Q Products i sin 39 Cos JG Products - i cos 3g 
Ordine,tes pas. neg. pos. neg. 

1 1.2 0.2588 0.31 o. 965(; 1.16 
2 2.7 0.5000 1.355 O.S660 2.34 
3 1,,,.1 ... 0.7071 .3 .11 0.7071 J.11 
L, 5.75 0.8660 4.9g 0.5000 2.S7 
5 7.05 0.9659 6.81 0.251'~ 1.83 
6 s.4 1.0000 ~-4 0.0000 o.o o.o 
7 9.)...6 0.9659 9.15 -o.25qg 2.!;5 
8 10.J 0.3660 8.93 -0.5000 5.15 
9 11.1 0.7:J71 7.85 -0.7071 7.85 

10 11.7 0.5000 5.85 -0.8660 10.13 
11 12.34 0.25,33 3.2 -Cl.9659 11.93 
12 12.8 0.0000 o.o o.o -1.0000 l?. :3 
13 lJ.28 -0.25BB 3.41, -0.9659 J.?.. 0 dj 
1/+ lJ.7 -0.5000 6.85 -0.8660 11. ,~g 
15 1/ .• 08 -0.7071 9.95 -0.7071 9.5 
16 l~ .• 2 -0.8660 12.J -D.5000 7.1 
17 14.19 -0.9659 13.7 -0.25~8 J.67 
18 13.86 -1.0000 13.86 -0.0000 o.o 
19 13.44 -0.9659 13 •. 0 0.2588 J.4.8 
20 12.87 -0.8660 11.13 0.5000 6.L.3 
21 12.06 -0.7071 3. SL. 0.7071 8. 5L. 
22 11.82 -o. 5000. 5.91 0.3660 10.25 
2J 10.Lj. -0.2588 2.7 0.9659 10.05 
24 9.54 0.0000 o.o o.o 1.0000 9.54 
25 VL?L. 0.2533 2.22 0.9659 ·s.1.,.5 
26 7.7 0.5000 J.85 0.$660 7.67 
27 7.0 0.7071 4.95 0.7071 L:-.95 
28 6.L;.4 0.'3660 5.68 0.5000 3.22 
29 6.0 0.9659 5.8 o.;~588 1.56 
JO 5.6 1.1000 5.6 0.0000 o.o 0. () 

31 5.0L o.s659 4.S6 -0.2588 l.Jl 
32 4.34 0.8660 J.76 -0.5000 2.17 
33 J.6 o. 7071 2.54 -0.7071 ;.~. 54 
34 2.5 0.5000 1.25 -0.8660 2.16 
35 1.35 0.25BS Cl. 35 -0.9659 1.3 
36 o.o 0.0000 o.o -1.0000 o.o 

100.8 101./{- :; 5 .L.5 105.22 
-1.6 -9.77 

A3 - --1.6 

B.3 - -9.77 

CJ = 9.9 

o(3 = -98.15 



FIFTH 

No. Mee sured Sin 59 Products i sin t'Q J., Cos 5g Product:s i Cfr;::, 59 
Ordinates pes. neg. pos. neg. 

1 1.2 O.L:,226 D.51 0.9063 1.09 
2 2.7 tJ. 7()6:J 2.07 n. 6L,2:3 1.74 
3 I+ .4 0,9659 I+. 3L, 0.2588 1.14 
4 5.75 o.931fS 5.66 -0.1736 1./,9 
5 7.05 0.8192 5. 78 -0.5736 1,,,.04 
6 r~ .!" 0,500') l, .2. -o.g66o 7.2? 
7 C). Le6 0.0872 iJ. 82. -0.9962 9.42 
i3 10.3 -O.J,1,20 3.53 -0.9397 C).69 
CJ 11.1 -0.7071 7.S6 -0. 7071 7.86 ,. 

10 11.7 -0.9397 11.0 -0.3420 4.0 
11 12.34 -D.9962 12.J 0.0872 1.oe 
12 12.3 -0.8660 11.1 o. 5000 6.4 
13 13.2g -0. 5736 7.61 0.8192 10.89 
14 lJ.7 -'.) .17.36 J.55 0.98/,8 13.5 
15 l/1,08 0.258S 3. 61;. 0.9659 lJ.~8 
16 11.i .• 2 o.6!;28 9 .lL, 0.7660 10.89 
17 14.19 0,9063 12.87 O,L1226 6.0 
18 13.86 1.0000 lJ.86 0.0000 o.o o.o 
19 13./1-4 0.9063 12.19 -Ci ./.,226 5.69 
20 12.g7 0.6,4,28 ;~.27 -n.7660 9.86 
21 12.06 0.25;-~g 3.12 -0.9659 11.S8 
22 l1.'.i2 -0.1736 3.06 -0. 9::~48 11.65 
23 10./{- -0.5736 5.97 -J.,q192 n. 51~ 
24 9. 5L~ -0.8660 g.25 -0. 5000 1,... 72 
25 '5. 74 -0.9962 8.7 -0.0972 0.76 
26 7.7 -0,9397 7.24 0. 3Li20 2 .6L:. 
27 7.0 -0.7071 1}.95 0.7071 le.95 
28 6.44 -0 .J,4.20 2.2 0.9397 6.05 
29 6.0 0.0:372 0.52 0.9962 5.98 
30 5.6 0.5000 2.8 0.8660 l+. 85 
31 5.04 0.8192 1, .• 13 0.5736 2.89 
32 L, .• 34 o.9r.i48 l+.27 0.1736 1.13 
33 3.6 0.9659 .3,55 -0.258:~ CJ.93 
34 2.5 D.7660 1.92 -0. 6.Lv2'3 1.61 
35 1.35 0,/i,226 0.57 -0. 90(i] 1.22 
36 o.o 0.0000 o.o -1.0000 o.o 

10/+•· 97 .32 95.l') 100,57 
6.91 -·5. /7 

A5 .. 6.91 
B 5 - -5 ./.,7 

c,. = 1L82 
:J 

0( 5 :;::: -J8.J5 
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Sb-VENTH 

No. Measured Sin 79 Products i sin 79 Cos 79 Products i cos 7Q 
Ordinates pos. neg. pos. neg. 

1 1.2 0.5736 o.69 0.8192 0.98 
2 2.7 0,9397 2. 54_ O.JL.20 0.92 
3 L}.4 0.9659 I+. 31+ -o. 2s:3g 1.14 
4 5. 75 0.6L,2S 3.7 -0.7660 l+.L, 
5 7.05 0.1'372 0.62 -0.9962 7 .02 
6 3.1+ -0. 5000 !" .2 -0.8660 7.27 
7 9.1+6 -0.9063 tL57 -CJ,42?6 L,. 0 
8 10.3 -0.9848 10.15 0.1736 2.67 
9 11.1 . -0. 7071 7.86 0.7071 7.86 

10 11.7 -0.1736 3.0J 0.9f3L1,8 11.52 
11 12.34 0./+226 5.21 0.9063 11.19 
12 12.3 O. E~660 11.l 0.5000 6.4 
13 1J.2f3 0.9962 13.22 -0.0872 1.16 
14 13.7 0.7660 10.5 -0.6428 8.81 
15 ll+.08 0.2583 3.64 -0.9659 13.83 
16 lL>.2 -O.JL1.20 4.86 -0.9397 lJ.36 
17 1/i .19 -0,,8192 11.63 -0. 5'13() 8.lL1-
18 13.86 -1,0000 1J.S6 0.0000 o.o o.o 
19 13.4/.i. -0.8192 11.02 0. 57.36 7.72 
20 12.87 -0.3420 Li-,4- 0.9397 12.1 
21 12.06 0.253g 3.12 0.9659 11.38 
22 11.82 0.7660 9.07 0.61~28 7.6 
23 11). L, D.9962 10.38 0.0872 0.91 
24 9. 5!~ O.SC,60 3.25 -0.5000 4.72 
25 fi.74 0.4226 3.7 -0.9063 7.92 
26 7.7 -0.1736 2.0 -0.913/i~ 7. 59 
27 7.0 -·O. 7071 /,.95 -0.7071 /, .95 
2g 6.4L, -D.~:,{48 · 6.34 -0.1736 1.67 
29 6.0 -0.9063 5. !}LI, 0.4.2:?6 2.5!~ 
30 5.6 -D.5D00 2.8 0.8660 {.35 
31 5. OL:- 0.0872 0.41.,, 0.9962 5 .02 
32 L,_.34 I o.61.2s 2 .• 79 o. 7660 3.33 
33 J.6 o. 9659 3.55 0.258~ 0.93 
34 2.5 0.9397 2.35 -0.3420 o.36 
35 1.35 0.5736 0.7~ -0.8192 1.11 
36 o.o 0.0000 o.o -1.0000 o.o 

99,99 101.02 9g.42 9c~.o 
-1.03 0.1,2 

A7 = -1.03 

B7 = O.L,2 

C ::;: l_ll 
7 

'7 ::: 157.8 
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